Research by graduate student Sean Marshall (ASTRONOMY) on a near-earth asteroid was featured in 16 media outlets. An op-ed by Kim Haines-Eitzen (NES) in the *Philadelphia Inquirer* on the voice of the Pope was picked up by three media outlets. The news that Sol Gruner (PHYSICS) will consult as chief technology officer for Taaneh Inc. was reported in more than 100 media outlets.

**STATS AT A GLANCE**

- 169 external media stories tracked
- 1 press release/tip sheet distributed
- 1 studio appearance arranged
- 7 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 8 Tumblr blog entries
- 10 Tweets
- 4 Facebook posts

**SELECTED STORIES**

**Humanities and Arts**

*The voice of the pontiff*
*Philadelphia Inquirer*, 8/2/15 and 3 other media outlets
Kim Haines-Eitzen (NES)

*Allure takes heat for afro article featuring white woman*
*FOX News*, 8/4/15 and 4 other media outlets
Noliwe Rooks (AFRICANA)

*Far From Canterbury: A New Musical to Play FringeNYC This Month*
*Broadway World*, 8/3/15
Danny K. Bernstein ‘14 (MUSIC)

*Kurds Claim Turkish Airstrikes on PKK Destroyed Health Clinic in Iraqi Kurdistan*
*Breitbart*, 7/31/15
Mostafa Minawi (HISTORY)

**Forte Fest**
*Ithaca Times*, 7/31/15, *Cornell Chronicle* and 1 other media outlet
Malcolm Bilson, David Kim ’03, Tom Beghin, DMA ’96; David Breitman, M.A. ’90, Ph.D. ’93; Ursula Dütschler; Zvi Meniker, DMA ’01; Bart van Oort, M.A. ’90, DMA ’93; and Andrew Willis, DMA ’94 (MUSIC)
Scientists study 'peanut-shaped' asteroid near Earth
* Astronomy Now, 8/3/15 Cornell Chronicle, and 14 other media outlets
Don Campbell, graduate student Sean Marshall (ASTRONOMY)

Taaneh Announces Appointment of Sol Gruner as Chief Technology Officer
* Green Technology Magazine, 8/4/15 and 101 other media outlets
Sol Gruner (PHYSICS)

This venomous frog has killer spines on its head
* BBC, 8/6/15
Jerrold Meinwald (CHEMISTRY)

Scientists have found a way to make eco-friendly plastic out of corn syrup and bacteria
* Quartz, 8/6/15 and 1 other media outlet
Geoffrey Coates (CHEMISTRY)

How Do You See A Space Peanut Asteroid? Radar.
* WSKG, 8/4/15
Sean Marshall, graduate student (ASTRONOMY)

Aspen Ideas Festival: Is math important?
* Minnesota Public Radio, 8/3/15
Steve Strogatz (MATH)

In fashion, origami turns function into form
* Cornell Chronicle, 8/4/15
Uyen Nguyen (PHYSICS)

Cornell chemistry graduate student receives $45,000 fellowship *
* College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 8/3/15
Yimon Aye, graduate student Saba Parvez (CHEMISTRY)

Social Sciences

Cornell prof. to discuss connection to Stanford Prison Experiment @ Cinemapolis
* Ithaca Voice, 8/7/15
Daryl Bem (PSYCHOLOGY)

Malaysia’s long history of financial scandals
* New Mandala, 8/6/15 and 1 other media outlet
Tom Pepinsky (GOVERNMENT)

Gender Bias Plagues Academia, Especially in STEM
* New Republic, 8/6/15 and 2 other media outlets
Sara Pritchard (S&T)
Europe’s Big Banks Are Fueling the Continent’s Far-Right Fascists
ZNet, 8/5/15
Jonathan Kirshner (GOVERNMENT)

Grad student explores ‘math culture’ in Turkey *
Cornell Chronicle, 8/5/15
Trevor Pinch, graduate student Ellen Abrams (S&TS)

It's 'the right moment' for Cornell-Cuba collaboration: Mora
Cornell Chronicle, 8/5/15 and 1 other media outlet
Timothy DeVoogd, Wesley Schnapp ‘16 (PSYCHOLOGY)

Other Stories and Multiple Departments

9 Scientists Told Us What Scares Them The Most
Buzz Feed, 8/4/15
Danielle Lee (PSYCHOLOGY)

Cornell students to showcase their volunteerism Aug. 7
Cornell Chronicle, 8/5/15
Antron Spooner '16

Warrior-scholars gain skills, bring insights to summer course
Cornell Chronicle, 8/4/15
Gretchen Ritter, Andrew Chignell (PHILOSOPHY)
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